
In these questions find two words, one from each group, 
that will complete the sentence in the best way. 

Mark both words on the answer sheet.
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In these questions find two words, one from each group, that will complete 
the sentence in the best way. Mark both words on the answer sheet.

1.   Start is to (stop   red   fall) as advance is to (attack  jump  retreat)
A.    stop                    B.    red        C.    fall

X.    attack Y.    jump Z.    retreat

2.   Hello is to (call come greet) as wave is to (swim farewell float)
A.    call                  B.    come        C.    greet

X.    swim Y.    farewell Z.    float

3.   Car is to (tyre   frame   road) as train is to (track  sea  runway)
A.    tyre                B.    frame    C.    road

X.    track   Y.    sea Z.    runway

4.   Builder is to (shed  tools   sofa) as chef is to (tables food  knives)
A.    shed                   B.    tools     C.    sofa

X.    tables Y.    food Z.    knives

5.   Plead is to (knead   knock  cabbage) as align is to  (move  attract sign)
A.    knead                  B.    knock       C.    cabbage

X.    move   Y.    attract Z.    sign

6.   Misery is to (happy   despair   miss) as calm is to  (serene  alter  junction)  
A.    happy                    B.    despair        C.    miss

X.    serene Y.    alter Z.    junction

7.   Deflect is to (divert   divulge  dish) as regard is to (consider  mention obstruct)   
A.    divert          B.    divulge      C.    dish

X.    consider   Y.    mention Z.    obstruct

8.   Jog is to (help   grow   legs) as smile is to (laugh  face  cry)   
A.    help                   B.    grow      C.    legs

X.    laugh Y.    face Z.    cry
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9.   Asleep is to (doze  please  snooze) as chaser is to (search  car  train) 
A.    doze             B.    please        C.    snooze

X.    search   Y.    car Z.    train

10.   Right is to (write   left  down) as piece is to  (peace  soft  prevent)    
A.    write                 B.    left       C.    down

X.    peace Y.    soft Z.    prevent

A.    stop                    

7.   Deflect is to (divert   divulge  dish) as regard is to (consider  mention obstruct)   


